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Preface

Japanese For Business: Conversation for Beginnershas becn written to meet the needs of busy

businespeoplewho wish to study Japanese cfectively, as
quickly

as
possible.

Situations covered are well-suited for practicality in business, and only the most effective phrases

have been chosen, to cnsure the establishment of
success ful relationships.

This text started out as Crash Course Japanese for Business, which was written in 1990 on
the basis

of a
survey conductedon the needs offoreign businesspeople working in Tokyo. For the revised

edition

published in 2007,we conducteda follow-up survey intervicw, and tweaked the content to
make

the

text even more effective and easy to use. And now for this new, revised cdition, we've cdited some

things to adapt to the flow of the times. The characteristics for Japanese for Business:
Convertation for

Beginners
is as follows:

Theauthor's top priority
was on ensuring that the

learner acquires communication skills,and that

the grammar is explained as concisely as possible.

Emphasis has been placed on visual learning.
Made it casier to remember the sentencesby

committing the illustrations to memory.

Care has been taken to
include Japanese

cultural background in the subject matter.

Importantsentence forms have been separated
into units, for

easy
memorization.

Useful vocabulary is included in a separate chart that can be used as a handy reference guide,to be

referred to at any time, anywhere.

Common
announcements

often
heard in Japan have been

included in the
listening lessons, so that

the learner can listen to these and grow accustomed to them.

It is my hope that this book will open the door to Japanese language and culture for many foreign

businesspecople.

Rumi Sei

1990-+2(CRASH COURSE JAPANESE FOR BUSINESS(M* i6ithK))##AM#,
GittR} T3tLK*LF 6G9tMAEý*PLT #94 E,2007F- R�f Tt
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Introduction 3
Q1 Who is this book for?

A.1J This book is for beginners who are cager to learn Japanese

effectively but dont have enough time. It is designed for use

both in the classroom and for
self-study. You will learn the right

expressions to be used at the right times for business situations.

02 What makes this book standout from others?

A.2] It will enable you to learn:

1.Japanese in 40 hours.

2.grammar through clear and concise explanations.

3. natural and polite phrases for business people.

4.a minimum
ofphrases for maximum usage.

5. throughthe image method to stimulate your imagination.

1. 40 atAiJN R
2.M6 Mib*M**
3.iL IB i
4. MtrE 0 RMALi6

3What is the formatof the book and how is ituscd?

A.3Introduction: 3AT:
Explains

how to make the best use ofthe book.

Summary of fundamental Japanese grammar characteristics:

Explains how easy to learn Japanese.

Japancse writing system& How to pronounce:
i6*5X*:

Mainly explains Japanese pronunciation with examples.
Oral

pronunciation examples are contained on the downloaded

audio file.

What is this? :

Allows you to enjoy guessing
what Japanese signs

mean.

Symbols& Special expressions:

Shows you the symbols and expressions
used in this book.

Dialogue:

Dlalogue (oti6):

Showsyou how to use functional expressions
for certain Grammar Notes

(GME)
situations.

Expression Notes (ii6 MFE) :
Grammar Notes:

Explains
new rules tor the grammar introduced in each lesson.

Expression Notes:

Introduces phrases
and their usage.

Units:

Units (44A):

Presents basic, useful sentence patterns
and the situations for

which they
are used.

Review (L):

Review:
Listening Review (h1):

Allows you to create conversations from the pictures.

Listening Review:

Develops your listening
skills by completing

the work sheets

while listening
to the downloaded audio file.

Japan, Japan:

Japan, Japan (H ):
Introduces interesting points about Japan

and the language.

Total Review:

Allowsyou to create conversations from the pictures shown.

Review Model Conversations:

Shows typical
conversations which might be used in the

corresponding
review sections in each chapter.

Answers-listening Review

Scripts of listening
Review

Charts:

Charts (*F1) :

Offers you a vocabulary
list tor your convenience which can be

separated
from the book and used for reference.



Teacher'sGuide

Q What ifI don't feel comfortablewith the explanations of

Japanese pronunciation given?

A4 Dont worry too much about it.Just listen to the downloaded

audio file and try to imitate the sounds. We do hope that you

4 ,1TihAR*h i k
will at least learn the fundamentals of accurate

pronunciations.

Q5 Why are the Grammar Notes so brief?

A.5 Since
the

aim of
this

book
is to help you masterJapanese

quickly; simple, clear and concise
explanations are sufficient.

5i6ikM *2i4?

6What is the exact difference between the Grammar Notes and

the Expression Notes?

A6 In the Grammar Notes, wehope that you will learn the essence

of Japanese
grammar

in
order to understand sentence structures.

In the Expression Notes,on the other hand, attention to

sentence structure is not
necessary. Simply memorize the

expressions as a set phrase.

i6N##K**U ÅMLM.
iPp T.

Q7 Whatisthepurpose of Escape!? A7Escape I" AMLt4?
A.7J For

a
beginner

learners ofJapanese, some strategies are needed

to
help them make a smooth conversation or to help them say

what they really want to say.

Q8 Do I have to follow the lessons in sequence?

A8 No.L.19,especially, can
either be studied first or at the time it is

needed. The other lessons are constructed
following

a
logical

grammaticalsequence,
however,

if
you are not so concerned

about the grammatical sequence, the lessons can be studied in

any order.

8TLUEMA#JÅEH
E8].AL19, TitAALIE

Q9 How can I get the most out
ofthe'Review'

section?

A.9J First of
all,lookat

the
pictures presented, and consider the

situation. When does it take
place? Who are the people shown?

What are they doing?
Then, from each

picture, try to imagine
what took

place before and after. Let's take the Review on the

left page in Chapter2 as an
example.

In this
picture, a man is

fo9/99)



Introduction A3

itthik h*TA5n&being bombarded with
questions. Your task is to express the

questions and answers in
Japanese.

AiD..0tHE�T tt2.Look at the third
picture on the

previous page
and imagine what

took
place in

pictures O,e,and ). In
picture,you may

imagine that the man knocked at the door to enter a room and

in picture
&,he was

served
a cup oftea. What do you suppose

might happen in picture? Use your imagination as much as

pOssible,
and express your story in

Japanese.
If you are in a

classroom situation, you
can create a drama,sharing the roles ot

your story withyour classmates.

#LTA.R.

Q10 What should I do when I nced additional vocabulary to

complete the review section?

A10 Depend on the charts. If you have an instructor, you can
get

additional vocabulary from him or her

Q11 There are so many words on the charts. Should I memorize all

ofthem?

A11 No, no! The important thing for you is to remember sentence

patterns first. The charts are to help express yourself with the

wordsyou need.

Q12 Ineed further explanation
about the charts.

A.12) I see,

a12 *TM&MRARM*.
&12 *9.

1.Look at the drawing below. Cut all of the charts out of the

book,attach an envelope on the back cover
and

put the
charts

in the envelope.
You can depend on them wheneveryou study.

After finishing the book,you can then carry them with you

whereveryougoin Japan.

2.Lookat chart 6&7.Notice that there is no
explanation about

how to conjugate verbs. That is
because verb conjugation isa

little bit complicated
for

beginners.The parentheses [
found around selected te form verbs indicate that, although the

te form exists, it sounds unnatural when used with kudasai.

Bt. ARHE, T®E
2.ihrchart 657. &AR*T
AteitE#,25kudasai

You may find that several of the verbs translated in the
text

have additional meanings depending
on the context in which

they are used. To avoid confusion, translations given in the

charts relate only to the meanings used in the text,

chart

charts

arCA
charts

char

envelope



B&1 +h*SM,AAKL¥M*
En

Q13 1 find many pictures in the Total Review. How can I benefit

the most from them?

A.13 Wel, as I explained carlier about how to use the Revicw section

and create
your

own
story

from the
pictures given,

remember

that there is more than one way to tell the story in cach scene.

You can even expand the conversation in cach individual scene.

Q14 It is too boring to follow the order of
pictures

in the Total

Review..

A.14 Great! You might be an imaginative person. Just look at the first

and
last pictures, and make up your own

story
in

between.
When you have classmates, you can create a drama from your

scenario.

Q15 I understand yourideas. Doyou think the review pictures can

be used more than
once

A.15) Definitely! As you expand your vocabulary and knowledgeof

phrases and sentence structure, the pictures can be used again

and again to create new conversations each time.

,#*%BtTRAE-
Q.16 This is my last question. Could you please tell meexactly what

is on thedownloaded audio file? 16 HAE»T
1a,i,u,e,o *5E.
2.a6(t4EAKh13th*

A.16) O.K., the contents are as follows

pronunciation of a, i, u,
e, O...and examples.

2. dialogues (after certain lessons, you will get a listening review)

When doing the listening exercises, it is not necessary to

understand all ofthe words. What is important is that you can

grasp the main point.

3. reading of the vocabulary listed on the charts. Listen to the

downloaded audio file without looking at the textbook, and

practice training your ears for better aural
comprehension.

chart

The PDF files for the charts can be downloaded from the following website;

charts(t H)EJPDFT# ,iATHNh T

https://www.alc.co.jp/dl/7018086


